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Typing-related properties
25.1 OVERVIEW

In discussing calls, the previous chapter covered syntax and semantics, but
set aside any consideration of validity – even though its semantic
definitions only apply to valid constructs. It is time now to come back to
the second horse of our troika and examine what it takes to make a call
meaningful.

Calling features, it was already noted, is the principal means of
performing computations in Eiffel. This is why the title of this chapter does
not just read "validity of calls", but "type checking", since the type safety
of a system is essentially defined by the validity of its calls. This is also
why, in an approach that places so much emphasis on helping developers
produce correct and robust software, it is crucial to ask what could go
wrong at run time with a call – and see what we can dobeforerun time to
prevent it from going wrong.

This Part does not define any new rules, only a few definitions that
facilitate discussion of type issues.

Catcall
A catcall is a run-time attempt to execute aCall, such that the
feature of the call is not applicable to thetarget of the call.

The role of the type system is to ensure that a valid system can never,
during its execution, produce a catcall.

“Cat” is an abbreviation for “Changed Availability or Type”, two
language mechanisms that, if not properly controlled by the type system,
could cause catcalls.
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Consider the basic form of a call in dot notation:

For this to be properly executed,target must be attached to an object
DO, and DO must be equipped with a feature corresponding tofname; that
feature must have a signature (types of arguments and result, if any) and a
specification (precondition and postcondition) compatible with what the
caller expects.

Not all of these requirements may be handled statically by mere analysis
of the software text. To ascertain statically that DO will always exist (that
is to say, thattargetwill never have a void value) and that the assertions will
always be satisfied, we would need theorem and program provers beyond
the reach of current software technology. For these properties, the
presentation has reluctantly settled for run-time checks which, if not
satisfied, may trigger exceptions.

For the remaining properties, however, the picture is brighter. Assuming
the object DO exists, it is a direct instance of a certain classD, and if we
have enough information about the possibleD we will know statically what
features they have. Determining the possible classes and checking that their
features match the corresponding calls will enable us to perform static type
checking. This chapter explains how to achieve this goal.

As usual, we will take an informal look first, then examine the precise
rules.

25.2 SYNTAX VARIANTS

As noted in the previous chapter, dot notation is only one possible form of
call. You may also use operator and bracket expressions, resembling
traditional mathematical and programming language notation. The
difference is just syntactical; anOperator_expression

is semantically a call havinga as its target,plusalias"+" as its feature, and
b as its single argument. The chapter on expressionsformalizes this notion
by defining, for every kind of expression, a call in dot notation with the
same validity properties and semantics: the Equivalent Dot Form.s

For simplicity, this chapter will assume that all expressions are in
Equivalent Dot Form.

target.fname (y1, ..., yn)

a + b

→ “THE EQUIVA-
LENT DOT FORM”,
28.8, page 771.
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25.3 BASIC CONCEPTS

The original notion of argument validity considered, for a callx.fname
with x of typeST, the feature of namefnamein ST. But with polymorphism
and dynamic binding we run into the possibility that we’ll call a feature
with different argument types, from a descendant. As a consequence we
must generalize the concept, making itrelative to a descendant:

DT can, as a special case, beSTitself. In that case the rule is automatically
satisfied as a consequence of theArgumentrule invoked by clause1; clause
2 is then redundant since it follows directly from the second clause of the
Argument rule, which told us that

where compatibility is conformance or convertibility. But if we now
consider a proper descendant, wheresf has been redefined into a new
featuredf, the argument types might be different; with polymorphism and
dynamic binding, we want the call to be argument-valid not only with
respect toST but also for any applicable descendantDT. Hence clause2.

Descendant Argument rule VUDA

Consider a call oftarget typeSTandfeaturefnameappearing in
a classC. Let sf the feature offinal namefnamein ST. Let DT be
a typeconformingto ST, anddf theversion ofsf in D. The call is
descendant-argument-validfor DT if and only if it satisfies the
following conditions:

1 • The call isargument-valid.

2 • Every actual argument conforms, after conversion to the
corresponding formal argument ofsf if applicable, to the
corresponding formal argument ofdf.

“Every actual argument of the call is compatible with the
corresponding formal argument ofsf.”

ST stands for Static Type
andDTforDynamicType.

← Page626.
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Why doesn’t that clause transpose its Argument rule counterpart from
sf to dfand just tell us that every actual argument should becompatible with
the corresponding formal fordf? The reason is that while we want
compatibility with both thesf anddf arguments we want it, for every one
of them, in the same variant: either conformance in both cases, or
convertibility in both cases. In a case like this:

the calla.f (e) in the clientC of Sis argument-valid only ifTTconforms or
converts toT, the type declared for the corresponding formal. AssumesTT
conforms toT; then itcannot also convert to it. Now assume thatTT does
not conform toU, the new formal argument type inD, but by some twist of
fateTTactually convert toU. Do we want to accept the call as descendant-
argument-valid forD? The rule tells us “no”. Accepting this would be
confusing for the author of C, who does not realize that a conversion might
be going on (since there’s none in the case of the originalf).

In addition, although this is not the main concern, the compiler writer would
face the similar problem of not knowing whether to generate conversion code
or not for the call.

So clause2 requires more than compability: it wantsconformanceafter
possible conversion to the type of the original formal argument insf. Once
a conversion, always a conversion.

25.4

Like the above validity constraint, the definition relies on further
notions to be defined next: export validity, argument validity and the
dynamic class set.

Single-level Call rule VUSC

A call with targetx is system-valid if for any elementD of the
dynamicclassset ofx it is export-valid for D anddescendant-
argument-valid for D.

S
Effect of
redefinition on
a client call

D

Conforms

f (x: T)

f (x: U)

C
a: S a.f (e)

a: TT

← “Conversion princi-
ple”,  page 400.
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Export validity will require suppliers to make the needed features
available toD; argument validity will require every actual argument to
conform to the corresponding formal argument.

The validity of a call at either level – class or system – will require both
export and argument validity. The only difference is that for class validity
you need only apply these criteria toS, the type declared for the targetx of
the call, whereas for system-level checking you will need to consider all
possible dynamic classes ofx. S

25.5 SYSTEM-LEVEL VALIDITY

Although class-level validity may at first appear sufficient, the typing
problem is in fact less trivial than the above would suggest. The reason is
polymorphism and dynamic binding, which forces us to take into account
not just the declared types of entities, but also their possible dynamic types
(their dynamic type set).

Polymorphism means that the type used to declare thetarget(Sabove)
is not the only possible type for the object DO to which the call will apply.
To see this, let us extend the context introduced above:

where the Assignment rule requiresD to be a descendant ofS. Because of
the possible polymorphism resulting from the assignment ofother to
target, the type of the object DO may now be not justS butT as well.

In other words, we need to consider not only the type oftarget as it
results from the declarations, called thestatic type if there is any
ambiguity, but also the set of all the types thattarget may assume at run-
time as a result of polymorphic attachments. This set was defined in the
discussion of polymorphism as thedynamic type setof target; a member
of that set is said to be a possibledynamic type for target.

The base classes of the possible dynamic types constitute thedynamic
class set of target.

class C feature
target: S; other D -- Dmust be a descendant of S
y: SOME_TYPE
...
routine

do
if  some_testthen target:= otherend;...

target.fname(y);
end

...
end

The Assignment rule is
on page====. Since
the classes are non-
generic, conformance
is the same relation as
"descendant of".
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In this example all types are classes, so that the dynamic type set and
dynamic class set are the same, but with generic derivation, expansion and
anchored types we will need to reintroduce the distinction between types
and classes.

What then is the actual type constraint? It still applies to a classD the
conditions defined above for class-level validity:

• D must have a feature corresponding tofname, available toC.

• That feature must have the required signature.

But there is an important difference: whereas for class-level validity, the
only D of interest wasS, the static type oftarget, here, as a result of
polymorphism, we must enforce these two conditions for anyD in the
dynamic class set oftarget. This requirement is calledsystem-level
validity .

In a simple world we would expect any class-valid call to be system-
valid. Unfortunately this is not always the case because of two important
properties of the inheritance mechanism:

P1 •A class may override the export policies of its parents; it may for
example make secret its version of a feature which the parent exported.

P2 •A routine redefinition may replace the type of a formal argument by a
type conforming to the original. This is know as thecovariant argument
typing policy.

Although they may seem surprising at first, properties P1 and P2 are
important aspects of the typing policy. The rationale is discussed in detail
below. First, we must understand why they may have unpleasant
consequences if we limit ourselves to class-level validity checking.

System-valid, valid
A call of targettarget is system-valid if and only if it is class-
valid for targetassumed to be of any type of itsdynamictypeset.
A call is valid (without further qualifier) if it is bothclass-valid
andsystem-valid.

The goal of the various type mechanisms and rules of the language is to
ensure that every call is both class-valid and system-valid.

Dynamic type sets and
dynamicclasssetswere
defined in22.11, page
598, and are covered
moreextensivelybelow:
first in 25.9, page 670,
and then in25.10,page
673,  for the precise
rules.

On P1, see"adapting
the export status of
inherited features",
page====. On P2, see
the informal discussion
on"typing and redecla-
ration", page====,
and the Redeclaration
rule, page====,clause
2.

25.7, page 665 below,
explains why these
properties are essential
for realistic uses of
object-oriented con-
cepts.
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25.6 VIOLATING SYSTEM VALIDITY

(If this is your first reading, you may be content with the realization that
type checking is less trivial than it appears at first, and that a systemwide
type checker will detect the non-trivial errors. You may then want to skip
the rest of this chapter.)

It is indeed not hard to put together an example where P1 prevents a
class-valid system from working properly. Similar examples relying on P2
would be almost as immediate.

Consider a classX which exports a procedureproc without arguments,
and its heirY which makesproc secret, as shown by the above figure. To
hideproc, classY will use the New_exports clause:

Then consider a classC which callsprocon a polymorphic entity which
at run time may become attached to an object of typeY. This will be the
case ifC contains the following declarations and instructions, in some
order:

classY inherit

X

export {NONE} procend;

... Rest of class omitted ...

a: X
b: Y -- Y is an heir of X
create b -- Instructionβ
a := b -- Instructionδ
a.proc

proc

-NONE-
proc

X

Y

Hiding an
inherited
feature

TheNew_exports
clause of a
Feature_adaptation
part enables a class to
override the export pol-
icies of its parents. See
7.11, page====.

WARNING: this is not a
contiguous extract, just
some lines which may
appear anywhere in a
class text in any order
satisfying the con-
straintsondeclarations
and instructions.
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The calla.proc is class-valid sinceX exportsproc. But it is not system-
valid: the instruction labeledβ may attach toban object of typeY(the static
type ofb); the instruction labeledδ may attacha to the same object asb;
then the last instruction may callproc on that object, even though it is an
instance ofY, andproc is secret inY.

This example – or any similar one using P1 or P2 to violate system-level
validity in the presence of polymorphism – immediately brings four
important comments.

First, the example is not affected by the order of the offending
instructions (β, δ and the call). As long as they appear in the same system
and may all potentially be executed, the call is system-invalid. For obvious
reasons of simplicity, system-level validity doesnot involve any flow
analysis; even in the extreme case in which the polymorphic assignmentδ
would be replaced by

we would still consider the call to be invalid.

The second comment is that system-level invalidity in such an example
is a serious problem, not just a matter of style. If the author ofY did not
exportproc, we must presume that this was for a good reason. Remember
in particular that an exported routine must preserve the class invariant. So
procpreserved the invariant ofX, but perhaps the invariant ofY is stronger
andproc does not preserve it any more. In this case, applyingproc to an
object of typeY may produce an inconsistent object – one which does not
satisfy the fundamental consistency constraints expressed by the invariant.
This is a potential disaster.

Third, neither the calla.proc nor the polymorphic assignmenta := b is
wrong by itself. The call applies an exported procedure of classX to an
entityaof typeX; the assignment satisfies the type conformance rule. What
is wrong is the possibility for these two individually legitimate constructs
to be executed as part of an execution of the same system. To be more
precise, even that combination would be harmless were it not for the
presence of a third accomplice, the Creation instruction labeledβ, which
raises the possibility forb, and hence fora as well, to become attached to
an object of typeY.

This brings the last comment, addressing a question that may well have
been troubling you for some time now: isn’t the type policywrong? Why
do we allow a class to hide some of its parent’s exported features, or to
replace an argument type by a more specific (conforming) one? Shouldn’t
we have a stricter policy, guaranteeing that class-level validity implies
system-level validity?

if Falsethen a := b end

The invariant preserva-
tion requirement is part
of class consistency,
page====.
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As it turns out, however, the type policy, although perhaps surprising at
first, is essential to support the practice of object-oriented software
development. Let us take a closer look at the underlying issues.

25.7 NOTES ON THE TYPE POLICY

You may indeed have wondered what all the fuss was about. Shouldn’t
class-level validity imply system-level validity? Then type checking would
be trivial, involving only local properties of classes.

The culprits were identified above: the two properties P1 and P2, which
free heirs from some of the export and typing decisions made by their
parents. We should really ask ourselves whether these properties are
appropriate.

Here they are again:

• A class may override the export policies of its parents; it may for
example make secret its version of a feature which the parent exported.

• A routine redefinition may replace the type of a formal argument by a
type conforming to the original (covariant argument policy).

Then if S has an exported routinesf of name fnamewith a formal
argument of typeSOME_TYPEthe call used earlier as example will be
class-valid. Here it is again, with some of the enclosing class text omitted:

But that call is not necessarily system-valid.D may redefinetargetto be of
some typeD; or it may make its version ofsfsecret; or it may redefine this
routine to take an argument of typeB, a proper descendant of
SOME_TYPE. Any of these cases makes the above call system-invalid
since the dynamic class set oftarget, as a result of the polymorphic
assignmenttarget:= other, includesD.

System-level checking will detect the problem and flag the system as
invalid.

The above two properties (P1 and P2) often seem surprising at first.
Why make type checking more difficult, and introduce the distinction
between class-level and system-level validity by allowing classes to choose
export and argument typing policies different from those of its parents?

target: S; other: B; -- D must be a descendant of S
y: SOME_TYPE; ...
routine

do
if  some_testthen target := otherend; ...
target.fname (y); ... Rest of routine omitted ...

A third related property
is that a creation proce-
dure of a class may not
enjoy the status of cre-
ation procedure any
more in a proper
descendant. See the
Creation rule, page
====.
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The answer is that this flexibility is indispensable to the practice of
object-oriented design. Without it, designers would constantly have to
reshuffle inheritance hierarchies, and would have much difficulty
observing the constraints of a typed object-oriented language. P1 and P2
serve to acknowledge the inescapable difficulty of reconciling the goals of
orderly classification (as implemented through inheritance) and safety (as
implemented through typing) with the irregularities and instability of the
real-world situations which our software systems attempt to model through
their inheritance hierarchies.

Although a full discussion of this question falls beyond the scope of this
book, a simple example will serve to illustrate the need for properties P1
and P2.

Assume the two inheritance hierarchies represented above, with
MOTOR_VEHICLEhaving heirsCARandTRUCK, andDRIVERhaving
TRUCK_DRIVERas heir. These classes could be part of the system used
by a company to manage its fleet of vehicles, or by a Department of Motor
Vehicles to keep track of driver registration.

To begin, this raises an obvious case of P2 (covariant argument type
redefinition). ClassMOTOR_VEHICLE has a procedure

which naturally takes an argument of typeDRIVER. For trucks, however,
the driver must be approved for truck driving; accordingly, classTRUCK
redefinesregister_driver to take an argument of typeTRUCK_DRIVER.

register_driver (d: DRIVER) is...

register_driver

register_driver

renew_by_mail
DRIVER DRIVER

TRUCK_DRIVER

TRUCK_
DRIVER

MOTOR_
VEHICLE

CAR TRUCK

+

Vehicles and
drivers
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The type constraints in such a case permit the above inheritance
structure and the redefinition ofregister_driver– a case of possibility P2.
They even permit such polymorphic assignments as the one in

or Creation instructions such as !TRUCK! a ..., with the same declarations.
What system-level validity will reject is the only case that could lead to an
erroneous call at run time: the presence in the same system of a
polymorphic reattachment such as the above and a Call such as

where dr1 is of type DRIVER (not TRUCK_DRIVER). Clearly, the
presence of this Call in a system that may also attach an instance ofTRUCK
to a is erroneous, and will be flagged as invalid. This, however, does not
affect the need for P2-like covariant argument redefinition; in fact, the
system-level validity rule is what makes P2 possible.

Examples of this kind, with two parallel inheritance hierarchies, are a
constant occurrence in the development of systems and their class
hierarchies. Many appear in the Data Structure Library. For example, to
describe doubly linked lists, TWO_WAY_LIST inherits from
LINKED_LIST; to describe two-way chained linked cells,BI_LINKABLE
inherits fromLINKABLE. The list classes have procedures manipulating
list cells, such asput_linkable_left, which quite naturally take arguments
of type LINKABLE in LINKED_LIST and BI_LINKABLE in
TWO_WAY_LIST.

In this case, however, there is no explicit redefinition such as that of
register_driverin TRUCK. The reason is the presence of the Anchored
form of type declaration. ClassLINKED_LIST contains the declarations

so thatTWO_WAY_LISTonly needs to redefinefirst_element(to be of a
type based onBI_LINKABLE); the argumentnewof put_linkable_left, and
all the other entities declaredlike first_elementin LINKED_LIST, follow
automatically. As this example shows, the whole idea of anchored
declarations is based on the principle of covariant argument redefinition.

a: MOTOR_VIGICLE; t: TRUCK;

...

a := t

a.register_driver (dr1)

first_element: LINKABLE [like first]

put_linkable_left (new: like first_element) is..

LINKED_LIST and its
use of LINKABLE and
‘put_linkable_left’ are
sketched in5.5, page
134.
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The example of motor vehicles, trucks and drivers may also provide an
example of the need for policy P1 (independence of heirs’ and parents’
export policies. Assume the permits for motor vehicles can normally be
renewed by mail, hence the presence inMOTOR_VEHICLEof an exported
procedurerenew_by_mail. For trucks, however, this does not apply (the
truck must be inspected for safety, every year at the time of re-registration).
So TRUCK does not exportrenew_by_mail(which might violate an
invariant of this class, although it preserves the invariant of
MOTOR_VEHICLE).

In a case like this, one may always argue that the inheritance hierarchy
was improperly designed, and should have separated renewable-by-mail
vehicles from others, withrenew_by_mail introduced not in class
MOTOR_VEHICLE but one level down:

But forcing this as the only acceptable choice would make the practice
of object-oriented software development almost impossible.

In any practical problem, there will be many possible criteria for
classification; what will happen if, after you have taken apart the original
hierarchy because of the registration-by-mail problem, you must take into
account other, independent criteria? For example, some vehicles will be for
personal use and others for professional use; some will have two wheels
and others will have more; some will pay a road tax and some will not;
some will require smog inspections every three years; and so on. Since the
original designers could not, without perfect foresight, have come up with
the ideal inheritance hierarchy, the developers will find themselves
constantly redoing the structure. The conflicting criteria may in fact make
it impossible to obtain any acceptable inheritance structure at all.

register_driver

register_driver

renew_by_mail

DRIVER

TRUCK_DRIVER

MOTOR_
VEHICLE

RENEWABLE_ TRUCK

+

CAR MOTORCYCLE

BY_MAIL

Not all
registrations
may be
renewed by
mail
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The flexibility of policy P1 makes it possible to handle this problem by
allowing a class to be selective about its inheritance – exporting or hiding
inherited features to its own clients according to its own local properties.
As before, this is an example of transferring part of the burden from
developers (in the form of constant architecture redesign) to the supporting
implementation (in the form of the more sophisticated form of type
checking required by system-level validity).

It should be clear from this discussion that a well-designed inheritance
hierarchy will include few occurrences of classes hiding some of their
parent’s features. If you find yourself constantly at odds with the parent
designers’ decisions, then you should probably consider improving the
inheritance structure (assuming you are permitted to do so). This is why the
default policy for inherited features is to retain the parents’ export status;
to override it, you must include an explicit New_exports clause. But the
ability to do this in the minority of cases which call for it is a key
component in the effort to make object-oriented software construction not
just a pleasant theoretical idea but a practical way to produce real systems.

25.8 WHY DISTINGUISH?

If we accept that system-level validity is the appropriate notion of validity,
it is fair to ask why one should bother at all with class-level validity. Why
not have a single validity condition, as for the other constructs studied in
this book?

The reason is pragmatic, and involves two complementary observations
on possible violations of the validity constraints:

• First, it is easier (for a language processing tool as well as a human
reader) to detect violations of class-level validity, since they only
involve a local analysis of the features one class –S, the base class of
target’s type. In contrast, checking system-level validity may involve
systemwide analysis. The names "class-level" and "system-level"
reflect this difference.

• Second, a study of errors as they occur in actual system development
reveals that system-level validity violations which are not also class-
level violations occur very rarely.

For these reasons, implementors may choose to design class-level and
system-level checking as separate facilities. Class-level checking will
detect a vast majority of errors; the remaining ones will be found by
applying system-level checking.

Of course, to guarantee fully the type safety of a system, you must
check both kinds.
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Class-level checking is straightforward. The only non-trivial part of
system-level validity is to determine the dynamic class set. Let us see
concretely how this can be done.

25.9 A LOOK AT THE DYNAMIC CLASS SET

The dynamic class set of an entity is the set of base classes of all types that
the entity may take on at run-time, as a result of polymorphic
reattachements and creation instructions.

The call validity rule, appearing in the precise discussion at the end of
this chapter, will give a full definition. It is important, however, to get first
an intuitive view of what the base class represents. (Although "intuitive"
this view is not incorrect; it simply misses some details and does not cover
all cases.)

The idea will be to determine in a single process the dynamic class sets
of all entities. The process is iterative; if you have a background in
numerical mathematics, it will remind you of algorithms which compute
the solution to a vector or matrix equation by successive iteration (for
example over a grid); if you are familiar with the theory of programming
languages, it will remind you of fixpoint methods for approximating the
high-level functions and domains of denotational semantics.

An example will serve to illustrate the process. Consider a class extract
containing the following four instructions, in some order:

Each instruction has been identified by a Greek letter. The context is
missing, in particular the declarations; the Creation instructions have an
explicit creation type for clarity, althoughα, for example, could appear as
justcreate a if a is of typeX.

As before, the order of these instructions is irrelevant. If they appear in
the same context, thena, as discussed above, may become attached to an
object of typeY; this means that, for system validity, any routinerout
appearing in a calla.rout usinga must meet the appropriate conditions not
just forX but also forY.

create{ X} a -- α

create{ Y} b -- β

c := a -- γ

a := b -- δ

a.proc

Fixpoint methods for
denotational semantics
are covered in"Intro-
duction to the Theory of
Programming Lan-
guages". See bibliogra-
phy.

This is a variant of the
example on page====.
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System-level validity analysis will need to determine the base class sets
of a, b andc. The result, obtained through a process explained below, will
be the following:

This shows a vector of dynamic class sets, one for each entity. Each class
set contains a list of types. Any type which appears in one of these lists is
there because of one of the instructions; to make this justification clear, the
instruction’s identifying greek letter appears in brackets next to the type.

For b, the class set includes justY, resulting from the Creation
instructionβ. For a, it includes X, resulting from the Creation instruction
α, andY, resulting from the polymorphic assignmentδ which adds all of
b’s class set to the class set ofa. Forc, assignmentγ means that the class
set is the same as that ofa.

How do we determine this result? An iterative process will provide the
solution. Starting from the types given by Creation instructions, we may
repeatedly extend the current sets by adding to the class set of every entity
e the class set of any other entityf such that there is a reattachement off to
e somewhere. We stop when we have reached a "fixpoint", that is to say
when our vector of class sets is stable.

Here is this process applied to the above example. To obtain the initial
vectorv0 of class sets, just look at the creation instructions:

For each type appearing in a class set, a comment in brackets identifies
the instruction which causes the class to be there: the Creation instruction
α putsX in the class set ofa, andβ putsY in the class set ofb. Entity c is
not the target of any Creation, so its class set is empty for the moment.

The complete form of
this result, given page
====, will include
more information, in
particular references to
iteration steps.a

b

c

X [α] ; Y [δ]

Y [β]

X [γ] ; Y [γ]

In the restof thissection
"class set" is an abbre-
viation for"dynamic
class set".

a0

b0

c0

X [α]

Y [β]
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On each iteration, we will look at every reattachment and extend the
target’s class set with all the classes obtained so far in the source’s class set.
For the first iteration, this gives the new class set vectorv1:

The class set ofa now containsY, again identified, for clarity, by its
origin: the comment [δ : ~ b0 ] means thatY comes fromb0, the earlier
class set forb, and has be added toa1, the new class set ofa, because of the
polymorphic assignment a := b (δ). In the same way,X now appears in the
class set ofc because of its presence ina0and of the assignmentc := a (γ).
You may be tempted to addY, which appears ina1, but this would be
cheating: to update a vector at any step, we may only use vector elements
from the previous step.

The next step, producing vectorv2, will indeed usea1andγ to addY to
the class set ofc:

If you apply the mechanism once more, you will find that it does not
bring anything new:v3 is the same asv2. We have put all the available type
information to good use;v2 gives the complete class sets for all entities
involved. (In technical termsv2 is a fixpoint.)

a1

b1

c1

X [α] ; Y [δ : b0]

Y [β]

X [γ : a0]

a2

b2

c2

X [α] ; Y [δ : b0]

Y [β]

X [γ : a0] ; Y [γ : a1]
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The process as illustrated on this example is not hard to generalize to the
full language. The extension must integrate expressions which are function
calls rather than simple entities; it must also account for the two other
forms of reattachment beside Assignment: actual-formal association,
which raises no particular problem, and Assignment_attempt. For this last
case, the effect of

to extendb’s class set not with all elements ofa’s class set (as with normal
Assignment), but only with those which are descendants ofY.

This discussion has outlined a way of obtaining the dynamic class sets
of the entities in a system. Two words of warning will serve as its
conclusion:

The precise specification of dynamic class sets appears as part of the
call validity rule below. The iterative process that we have just discussed
is only one concrete interpretation of that specification, although of course
it satisfies that specification.

Although you may view the description of that process as an abstract
algorithm for language processing tools that perform type checking, its
purpose is explanatory only. Implementors of compilers and other type
checking tools may well rely on totally different methods.

By now you should have a good understanding of the practical
implications of type checking. All that remains is to give the rules in their
full and precise form.

25.10 THE CALL VALIDITY RULE

(This last section formalizes the previous discussion of validity, but does
not introduce any new concepts, so that you may safely skip to the next
chapter. In fact this section will be mostly of interest to implementors of
language processing tools.)

This is very general and means that we must now define class-level and
system-level validity.

b: Y;

...

b ?=a

General Call rule VUGC

A call is valid if and only if it is bothclass-valid andsystem-
valid.

Since this general
validity rule is very
abstract, the successive
definitions of this sec-
tion, introducing the
different aspects of call
validity, have received
separate validity codes
for ease of reference.
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To remove any ambiguity, we must provide an equally precise
definition of thedynamic class setof an expression. This is the set of base
classes of all elements in thedynamic type setof the expression; the
dynamic type set was itself defined as the set of all possible dynamic types
of the expression, where a possible dynamic type for an expression is the
type of any object to which it may become attached at run time. This
definition is correct, but it does not enable us to determine easily the
dynamic type set, or the dynamic class set, from the software text.

The above informal illustration constructed dynamic class sets through
successive vector approximations, until it reached a fixpoint. Since it
assumed all classes to be non-generic, its results were both dynamic classes
and dynamic types. The full definition, which covers anchored and
generically derived types, will yield the the dynamictypesets; to obtain the
corresponding class sets, just replace every type by its base class.

The definition needs the following two notions to deal with genericity.
Let T be a Class_type based on a classC. If C is a generic class C [G1, ...],
T is C .[ A1, ...] for some typesA1, ....; if C is not generic,T is justC. Then:

• If e is an entity or expression appearing in a feature ofC, the "dynamic
type set ofe for T" is the set of dynamic types of objects that may
become attached toe as a result of calls toC’s features on direct
instances ofT. The "dynamic type set ofe", with no further
qualification, is the dynamic type set ofe for C .[ G1, ...], or justC if C
is not generic.

• If U is a type, the notationUT will stand for the type obtained fromU
by substitutingAi for any occurrence ofGi – or justU if C is not generic.
For example, ifU is X .[ G ,, INTEGER] appearing in a feature of class
D .[ G], andT is D .[ REAL], thenUT is X .[ REAL ,, INTEGER].

The original definitions
are in22.11; see page
====.

The iterative process
was described in25.9,
page 670.
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Here is the full definition of dynamic type sets:

Each of the seven cases of this definition, explained in detail below, is
a rule which you may use to bring new elements to the possible dynamic
type sets of the expressions, entities and functions of a system. More
precisely:

• Rules 1, 2 and 3 are non-recursive: they yield elements of the dynamic
type sets without further ado.

Dynamic type set
The dynamic type set of an expressione is the set of types of all objects
that can become attached toe during execution.
1 • The dynamic type sets of the expressions, entities and functions of

a system result from performing all possible applications of the
following rules to everyClass_typeT, of base classC, used in the
system.

2 • If a routine ofC contains a creation instruction, with targetx and
creation typeU, the dynamic type set ofx for T is {UT}.

3 • The dynamic type set forT of an occurrence ofCurrent in the text
of a routine ofC is {T}.

4 • For any entity or expressione of expanded type appearing in the
text ofC, if the typeETof e is expanded, the dynamic type set ofe
for T is {ETT}. (Rules 4 to 7, when used to determine elements of
the dynamic type set of somee, assume thate’s type is not
expanded.)

5 • If a routine ofC contains anAssignmentof targetx and sourcee,
the dynamic type set ofx for T includes (recursively) every member
of the dynamic type set ofe for T.

6 • If a routine ofC contains anAssignment_attemptof targetx, with
type U, and sourcee, the dynamic type set ofx for T includes
(recursively) every type conforming to UT which is also a member
of the dynamic type set ofe for T.

7 • If a routine ofC contains a callh of targetta, U is (recursively) a
member of the dynamic type set ofta for T, andtf is the version of
the call’s feature in the base class ofU, then the dynamic type set
for U of any formal argument oftf includes every member of the
dynamic type set for UT of the corresponding actual argument inh.

8 • If h, tf andU are as in case 6 andtf is an attribute or function, the
dynamic type set ofh for T includes (recursively) every member of
the dynamic type set for UT of theResult entity intf.
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• Rules 3 to 7 are recursive: given known elements of the dynamic type
sets of the expressions of a system, they may add new elements.

In other words, you may view the definition as describing an iterative
process, generalized from the earlier discussion, for building the dynamic
type sets: first apply rules 1 to 3 to every possible case, obtainingv0, the
initial vector of dynamic type sets; then, at each successive stepi, apply
rules 3 to 7 to every possible case, obtaining new elements of the type sets
in vi from elements of the type sets invi - 1. The process terminates if the
resultingvi is the same asvi - 1 – that is to say, the last iteration has brought
nothing new.

This process is finite since the set of types in the system is finite. To get
an upper bound to the number of iterations, call DEPTH be the maximum
depth of a call (number of dots in Call form, number of operators in
Operator_expression form) and ATTACH the maximum length of a non-
cyclic sequenceei such that there is a reattachment fromei + 1 to ei; then
the process will terminate in at most DEPTH + ATTACH steps.

Let us now make sure we understand the seven rules. Rule 1 addresses
creation instructions. It considers that an instruction of the form

adds the creation type, hereU, to the dynamic type set ofx. (If U is absent,
the creation type isx’s base type.) IfC is generic, the rule pertains to the
dynamic type sets relative to some generic derivationT of C; then we must
perform the corresponding substitution of actual for formal generics, so the
rule usesUT rather than justU.

Rule 2 indicates thatCurrent, when used inC, represents an object of
typeT– that is to sayC, with the requested generic derivation if applicable.

Rules 1 and 2 reflect the pragmatism of system-level validity checking.
Class-level checking considers the developer’s intentions (the
declarations); but system-level checking only considers deeds: the types of
the objects that Creation and reattachement instructions may actually
attach to entities.

Rule 3 takes care of expressions of expanded types, which are never
polymorphic. In this case we just take the declarations at face value.

As you may remember, the conformance rule for expanded types allows
for some tolerance in the case of basic arithmetic types. For example you
may attach the integer value3 to an entityr of typeREAL. But this has no
effect on the dynamic type set ofr: such an assignment causes a
conversion, and attaches tor a real value, here3.0. So there is no
polymorphism in this case.

! U ! x

Creation instructions
were discussed in
20.11, with the defini-
tion of"creation type"
appearing on page
====.

See14.9, page====,
about conformance for
basic types.Assignment
semantics in this case
([4] on the table page
317) is copy, implying
conversion to the
"heavier" type(case 2
of copysemantics,page
====).
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Rules 4, 5 and 6 covers the three forms of possibly polymorphic
reattachment: Assignment, Assignment_attempt, and actual-formal
association in a call. For a reattachment of a valuee to an entityx, we must
add all ofe’s possible dynamic types to those ofx. In addition:

• For an Assignment_attempt of the form x ?= e (rule 5), we must only
consider those possible types fore which conform to the type ofx: any
other one would result, in accordance with the semantics of
Assignment_attempt, in no object attachment forta.

• For a call (rule 6),e is an actual argument andx is the corresponding
formal argument in the appropriate version of the routine.

In rule 6, a memberU of the dynamic type set ofta, the call’s target, may
be generically derived; then when need to perform the corresponding type
substitutions in adding the members of the actual argument’s dynamic type
set to the dynamic type set of the formal argument. This is why the rule
considers the dynamic type set ofe (the actual argument) for UT.

A call whose feature is a function is itself an expression, with its own
dynamic type set. Since the expression’s value is the final value ofResult
as used in the function, rule 7 defines the dynamic type set of the expression
as that of Result. As with rule 6, we must perform the appropriate
substitution if the type of the call’s target is generic, hence the use ofUT.

We need one more convention to make the above rule fully applicable
in practice: how to handle the dynamic type sets of array elements. The
relevant features in the Kernel Library classARRAYare put and force,
which set an element’s value, anditem, which returns an element’s value,
as in

x, some_entity: T; i, j: INTEGER; a: ARRAY[T];
...

-- Assign the value ofsome_entity to thei-th element ofa:
a.put (some_entity, i)
...

-- Assign tox the value of thej-th element ofa:
x := a.item(j)

Arrays require a spe-
cific convention since
the Kernel Library
specification covers the
interface of class
ARRAY(A.6.19, page
986) but not its imple-
mentation.

‘put’ assumes that the
index, ‘i’ in the exam-
ple, is within bounds;
‘force’ resizes the array
if necessary. Details in
chapter 28.
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To find out the dynamic type set ofa.item(j) (and hence ofx), note that the
software text usually does not suffice to determine whetheri andj will have
the same value at execution time. So we must treat everyput or force
operation as affecting potentially every array element. Hence the rule:

The rule also applies to manifest arrays. A manifest array is an expression
of the form <<a1 ,, ... ,, an>>, denoting an array ofn elements, containing
the values given. For typing purposes, it will be treated as it had been
initialized explicitly byn calls toput, each of the form

25.11 CREATION VALIDITY (SYSTEM-LEVEL)

(This section explores a specialized type-checking issue and may be
skipped at first reading. Even if you want all the details, you will probably
have to come back after you have read the chapter on type checking, which
is necessary for a full understanding of this discussion.)

Although class-level validity generally suffices to determine the validity
of a Creation, the complete definition will require system-level validity as
well.

For our immediate purposes it suffices to note that some invalid cases
may escape class-level validity checks. The reason is polymorphism. As a
result of assignments of the form

a Variableentity x of type T may become attached to objects ofy’s type
(which the Assignment rule requires to be a descendant ofT). These types,
for all possibley, make up the set of allpossible dynamic typesof x, also
called itsdynamic type set. The dynamic type set may contain types other
thanx’s static type,T.

But aCreation_instruction involving x

Array type rule
To study the effect of array manipulations on dynamic type sets,
assume that in classARRAYfeatureitem is an attribute, and that
put (v, i) andforce(v, i) are both implemented as

item:= v

a.put (ai, i)

x:= y

createx.make (...)

See29.9, page 799,
about manifest arrays.

Chapter25explains the
type checking policy,
with special emphasis
on calls.

Polymorphism is stud-
ied in22.11, page 598.

The rigorous definition
of the dynamic type set
is on page675.
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may be invalid even if it is class-valid. This will be the case, for example,
if in the above assignmenty is of a typeU based on a classD (a proper
descendant ofT’s base class), andD fails to list its version ofmakeas a
creation procedure.

System-level validity avoids any such problem:

In other words, system-level validity is the same property as its class-
level counterpart, but applied to all possible dynamic types of the targetx.
In interpreting conditions on the creation proceduref, we must take into
account thedynamicbinding versionof that procedure in a descendant
class, which may be different from the original because of redeclaration,
and may have a different name because of renaming.

As condition 1 of the definition indicates, the problem of system-level
validity only arises forCreationinstructions with an implicit type. If the
type is explicit, as increate { T} x ..., the possible dynamic types ofx do
not affect the validity of the instruction, which in this case is entirely
covered by class-level validity.

System-level validity, as all other validity properties, is astatic
requirement, which a human reader or language processing tool may
ascertain simply by looking at the software text. Checking it does not
require any control flow analysis: whenever a given context contains both
an assignmentx := y and aCreationwith targetx which would be invalid
for y’s type, theCreationwill be system-invalid – even if clever control
flow analysis would in fact show that no control flow path will ever execute
the assignment and theCreation in sequence. Static validity checking
doesn’t need to be clever; it needs to be safe. This discussion will be
generalized to calls in the discussion of type checking.

Creation System-Validity rule VGCS

A Creation_instructionis system-valid if and only if it satisfies
one of the following two conditions:
C1•Thecreationtype is explicit (in other words, the instruction

begins withcreate{ ET}... for some typeT).

C2•The creation type is implicit (in other words, the instruction
begins withcreate...) and every possibledynamictypeT for
x, with base classC, satisfies conditions 1 to 6 of the
Creation Instruction rule (page \n(9g). In applying
conditions 5 and 6, the feature of the call,f, must be replaced
by its version inC.

← “Dynamic binding
version”,  page 460.
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To be valid, aCreation must satisfy the requirements at both levels:

Creation Instruction rule VGCI

A Creation_instructionis valid if and only if it is both class-valid
and system-valid.
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